V0-Rated Cementing Port Collar

MTM Design. Integrity, Built In.
Setting a new standard for the industry.

Integrity is never compromised. At TAM, it’s a principle we build into every product, and our new Metal-to-Metal Port Collar is an exceptional example of this. Proven to ensure casing integrity, it meets the industry’s latest and most rigorous standard, ISO 14998 V0, Annex A and Annex D – confirmed gas-tight at 300° F (150° C). Offering life-of-well reliability, it simplifies your rig operations as no drill out is required after cementing. And TAM’s Metal-to-Metal Port Collar is customizable to address your most critical well conditions, including high torque, drilldown, and deepwater applications. Setting a new standard for the industry with field-proven reliability and industry-leading qualification.

ISO 14998 V0, Annex A and Annex D, Qualified
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EPIC®—Essential Products for Integrity and Containment